
 
 

Sunday, April 19, 2015        

The System is Broken and a Little Common

Sense Would Go a Long Way

   Penalties and testing in horse racing goes a little
something like this. 
---A trainer's horses are racing out of their skin; he or she is
improving horses taken from great horsemen by leaps and
bounds, fly by night owners are, in turn, racing to fill up
their stalls. 
---There's some grumbling - by horsemen, regulators and
customers. 
---An investigation of some sort ensues and the regulators
get wind of "Rocket Juice", a pain killer and go-faster
concoction; just like that Dermorphin episode in New
Mexico and Louisiana not long ago. 
---The drug is sent out to chemists in high priced labs, at
industry cost. These labs break down the drug and develop
a test. This takes awhile. 
--Unfortunately, the test can only catch this Rocket drugs'
use within, for example, a 20 hour window. So, it's deemed
that out of competition testing is needed. 
---The regulators in state "X" ask for out of competition
testing. There are committees and panels. The horsemen
group in the state writes a scathing review of out of
competition testing, saying it's worse than the oppression of
Franco-Austrian's in pre-Medieval Hungary. The state
relents. Then there are more committees.  This happens in
states "F" through "X".
---After a year, out of competition testing is passed, and the
"needle in a haystack" sleuthing begins. 
---After about $298,000 in spending on salaries and the
like, the randomly thrown testing dart finally hits the
Powerball jackpot. "We finally caught one!"
---After being caught, adjudication begins. The trainer
appeals, and like horsemen and as lawyer Steve Zorn
mentioned in last week's HRU column, "2 or 3 years later"
the case is settled. It's pleaded down to, say, a year.  
--After the testing is perfected and that one (probably small)
fish is caught, everyone who was using Rocket Juice has
moved onto the new drug "Jet Fuel". The cycle repeats

itself. 
   Now, we all understand that's heavy on hyperbole. But
there's enough truth to it where I think everyone realizes
the system is broken. Horse racing needs to find a new
way forward. This simply, in my view, can't go on forever. 
Thomas Edison once said, "The three great essentials to
achieve anything worthwhile are, first, hard work; second,
stick-to-itiveness; third, common sense." 
   Ray Paulick had a story up on his site this week, "Tricks
of the Trade: How EPO Used for Blood Doping a Horse." In
this article Ray reproduced a memo from a veterinarian to a
trainer, from presumably, when EPO was the rage with the
dopers.  Here are a few snippets:
   "Use the 10,000 unit...Need to monitor PCV and red cell
count to avoid too drastic an increase too rapidly...Also
need to be giving iron (pills or shots)...and don't overtrain.
The horse has to be healthy and not exhausted to build red
cells...iron needed in increased amounts to make the
increased number of red cells...Too much Epogen could
lead to strokes and/or heart attacks, and in the horse, may
increase the likelihood of bleeding in a race...I've had the
best luck using Epogen on normal healthy horses. "

(continued on next page)
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   Leaving aside any anger you may feel from reading that
(if you have an ounce of compassion for our equine
athletes, that surely makes you upset), let's let Thomas
Edison lead us and analyze this with the third potion in his
elixir: Common sense. 
   First, blood builders work. The few who were nabbed with
EPO and synthetic EPO had some unbelievable
turnarounds, almost without fail. One of them, for example,
won 42% off the claim, after never achieving those results
ever before. Check. 
   Second, red blood cell counts had to go up. So, when
you took a horse's blood from this barn on raceday, all
would show elevated levels. Check. 
   Third, iron was needed to be used with EPO. At your
local tack shop there were certain people buying hippiron in
big numbers. Everyone knew who. Check. 
   Fourth, too much Epogen caused deleterious effects.
When you claimed a horse from an EPO trainer, the signs
were obvious. Nursing them back to health was hard. 
   So, let's see. We have a trainer who suddenly starts
winning huge off the claim, or having magical success,
almost overnight. When the commissions took bloods from
this barn, almost all horses suddenly showed a prevalence
of blood building. The trainers' tack shop bill showed a
massive increase in purchases of iron, right when he or she
went on fire. When any horse got claimed off the trainer,
they looked ready to die and wouldn't race for the new
barn. 
   You don't have to be Matlock to make a case against that
trainer. This isn't some sort of Chinese finger puzzle. 
Instead, read above. An EPO test was created, a small
window allowed for the testing, OOC was needed, or failing
that, big money investigators. After all that money, all that
time and effort, the industry caught a handful of bad
people. The others moved on to something else and lived
happily ever after. 
   There are those that say common sense can't work, like

somehow circumstantial evidence
is not used in any case in the
history of man, and it's some sort
of affront to due process.
Nonsense. Not only is it used, it
works. Horse racing is a privilege
not a right, so using common
sense should be easier in a sport,
not more difficult. 
   Cycling has begun to clean up its

sport, but it wasn't with testing. When an EPO test was
developed, a team doctor found out that if the drug was
injected under the skin, it would move into the body slower
and fool the new test. That news spread like wildfire to
other teams. The testing did nothing.  Men were climbing
hills and never getting tired, just like they had the previous
ten years. 
   Years later, Lance Armstrong and others were not booted
out of the sport of cycling from a test. In fact, all were
tested thousands of times and never tested positive. Mr.
Armstrong was booted out with the use of what's called a

"non-analytical positive.” That's what's highlighted above,
and it's codespeak for common sense. 
   Cycling and other sports are learning that spending
millions to catch people red handed is futile. It's no use.
Horse racing - through myriad policy and legislative
changes, or maybe even the dreaded federal oversight -
probably needs to begin to work towards doing the same. If
it walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, it's a duck. The
duck needs to go away. 

Tune in to the Bob Heyden Report for the best in
harness racing talk, every Saturday at 10:15 a.m.

Eastern on the Eclipse Award-winning 
horse racing radio program

DOWN THE STRETCH
every Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Eastern

SIRIUS Channel 92, XM Channel 92
Hosted by Dave Johnson and Bill Finley

Call in with your questions to 866-900-6451

For SIRIUS/XM radio go to www.siriusxm.com
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Wind Of The North is Elitlopp bound

Wind Of The North To Accept Elitlopp Invite

   Coming off a win in an Open Friday night at the
Meadowlands, Wind Of the North has been invited to the
May 31 Elitlopp, and trainer and part owner he couldn’t be
more excited about going.

   He said he will let
regular driver Dave
Miller handle the
driving assignment if
Miller wants to. Bier’s
back up plan is to
use Dave Palone.
   Maven will be the
other US

representative in the Elitlopp. 
   A 5-year-old son of Cantab Hall, Wind Of The North has a
lifetime mark of 1:51 and has come into his own of late,
winning three straight. Bier said the horse would stay in
Europe following the Elitlopp to compete in the Oslo Grand
Prix in Norway.
   “I think he’s going to do very well over there,” Bier said.
“They asked me last year about Modern Family and I knew
he couldn’t do it without the trotting hobbles. With this
horse, ever since I’ve had him he hasn’t had trotting
hobbles and I don’t  believe he needs the Lasix either.
   “He’s just a big strong horse and I think he’ll do very well.
I didn’t get a good training program into him this winter
because of all the bad weather. I knew he would get better
every week because he was short.”
   Bier added that Swedish officials asked him to use a top
American driver to “add more flavor to the race.”

Shake It Cerry Among Meadowlands Qualifier

Winners (press release)

    East Rutherford, NJ – Spring arrived at The
Meadowlands this morning and with it came a fair number
of stakes types shipping up from the farms to be put
through some fast miles and several of past year’s stars
getting some work in the qualifying races on a perfect day.
    Sarcy was second beaten just a head in last year’s 

(continued on next page)
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$251,100 Kindergarten final and made her sophomore
debut a winning one in 1:55.2 with Yannick Gingras driving
for trainer Jimmy Takter. Christina Takter, Oakwood Farms
and John & Jim Fielding share ownership of the Donato
Hanover filly.
    Canepa Hanover, the $300,000 yearling Muscle Hill
half-brother to Glidemaster wowed onlookers with a
dazzling 1:52.2 tour of the oval with Takter aboard. He led
all the way through even fractions with minimal
encouragement from the driver. Brittany Farms, Marvin
Katz, Al Libfeld and Brixton Medical own the exciting
prospect.
    It looks like Tom Fanning has selected another nice
three year old trotter for owner Joe Smith. After the
successes enjoyed with Possessed Fashion and Sumatra
the past two years, Fashion Creditor appears poised to
carry the torch this year. He rallied from well back to pass
the field through a 28.3 final quarter for the 1:56.2 win with
Brett Miller in the bike.
    Meladys Monet bounced back nicely after a severe bout
with muscle cramping put him on the Steward’s List last
week with a comfortable 1:53.3/27 score for John
Campbell. Left in his wake were top performers like Bee A
Magician, D’Orsay and Muscle Network who are all working
their way back to the wars. Kevon McDermott trains the
winner for Melady Enterprises.
    The 2014 Trotter of the Year Shake It Cerry made her

first appearance of the new season and picked up right
where she left off with a workman-like 1:55/ 27.1 win for
Takter. She sat a comfortable pocket behind easy fractions
and went by willingly when tipped by the driver. Jimmy
trains the now four-year-old daughter for owners Solveig’s
Racing Partners.
    Three year old pacers were up next with some sharp
lookers about. Gingras and Takter teamed up on Blood
Brother, a lightly raced Somebeachsomewhere colt who
flew home sub 26 to win in 1:52.2. Diamond Creek Racing
and J&T Silva are the owners.
   Soto was razor sharp in his first trial closing out a 1:51.1
tour with a 26.1 final quarter, widening for Brett Miller as he
pleased. He also hails from the Takter barn where he is
trained on behalf of owners Christina Takter, RAW Equine
and John & Jim Fielding.
   A pair of last year’s freshman filly pace sire stake final
winners squared off next with Southwind Roulette (PA)
finishing second and Stacia Hanover (NJ) third, both gave
good accounts and were in hand. Winning the race was the
Rocknroll Hanover filly Happiness in 1:54.1/27. Gingras
drove the winner for Ron Burke.
   Another good pair of pacing fillies from the Burke barn
finished one-two in the next with last year’s American
National winner Well Hello There holding Lissan at bay in
1:53.1/27.1. The winner is a Well Said that earned over 

(continued on next page)
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$200,000 at two for Burke Racing, Blue Chip Bloodstock,
Our Horse Cents and Weaver Bruscemi.
   Rocknroll Hanover fillies came one-two in the thirteenth
race where Wicked Little Minx held The Show Returns at
bay in 1:54.1. Tim Tetrick drove the winner for the Ake
Svanstedt stable and owner Courant AB.
   Limelight Beach and Set Me Up (both Burke horses) went
to the wire together in 1:52.4/26.3 in the next race with
Gingras and Matt Kakaley measuring.
   The last of the day featured a good group of fresh
four-year-old pacing horses in Somewhere In LA,
Somessizesomestyle and All Bets Off finished in a line, the
mile in 1:52.1 with a 26.2 closing fraction. If that race is any
indication the brand new Graduate series for that group is
going to be a humdinger.

Jug Competitor from 2014 Scores as the

Prohibitive Favorite

By Darin Zoccali
   EAST RUTHERFORD, (April 18, 2015) - The Whata
Baron series got underway Saturday night at The
Meadowlands which featured a collection of thirteen
talented pacers, split into two divisions.  The first division
for $22,500 was led by Rediscovery, the overwhelming 1/5
favorite in the field of six.  As a three year old, Rediscovery
contested the Little Brown Jug and his four year old season
began with a solid effort in the Sonsam series and a sharp
win in the Sagamore at Yonkers.
   Driven by Yannick Gingras, Rediscovery was allowed to
settle off the pace in the early stages, having only one
horse beaten at the opening quarter.  But Ideal Cowboy,
fresh off the layoff was fired up and reached that quarter in
26-seconds.  Sassy Hanover was the first horse to move
and he made a sharp brush heading past the three-eighths
pole, reaching the half-mile in 54-seconds.  But at that
point, Rediscovery was breathing down his neck and the
favorite took over as the field moved into the far turn. 
Rediscovery paced the far turn in 26.4, reaching three
quarters in an eye-opening 1:20.4 and turned for home with
the advantage.  Ideal Cowboy, the once leader who was
shuffled back to third was guided back out and made his
bid for the lead, trying to chase down the favorite.  But he
appeared to lean in several times and was unable to catch
Rediscovery.  JK Patriot, who saved ground throughout,
shook free in the stretch and rallied well to finish third.  For
Rediscovery, the 1:49.2 mark was a lifetime best
performance.
   Rediscovery is trained by Ron Burke for Burke Racing,
Weaver, Bruscemi and Collura.
   The second division featured Panchester United off his
impressive victory one week ago.  He was sent off as the
3/2 favorite in the field of seven and would dictate the
terms, leading the field through fractions of 26.4, 54.2 and
1:22.3.  A challenge would come on the far turn as Corey
Callahan guided Bettorever from third to the outside and
they would draw on even terms at the top of the stretch
with Rock Out locked in the pocket behind the leader.  Lord

Of Misrule was tracking the cover and loomed into
contention as well.  They lined up three across the track
nearing the wire, with Rock Out crying out for racing room
as the field swarmed in on Panchester United, but his
clearance would come too late as Bettorever was able to
wear down the favorite and score a gritty win in 1:50.4. 
Panchester United was just a nose behind in second while
Rock Out was a hard-luck third.
   Bettorever is owned by Bamond Racing LLC and trained
by Jeffrey Bamond Jr.  The 1:50.4 clocking was a new
lifetime mark for the four year old gelding.
   The Spring Preview for pacers also commenced on
Saturday night.  The first division for the maiden colts and
geldings went to Edward Teach, a Meadowlands Pace and
Cane Pace-eligible colt in 1:52.1, giving Yannick Gingras a
sweep of the early daily double. Edward teach made a first
over bid, gained separation on the field and won
convincingly.  Gratian Hanover rallied late to finish second
with Devils Cut third. 
   The second division saw Rock Of The Ages, a son of the
great Galleria, pull off the 9-1 upset with Andy Miller in the
bike in 1:51.3.  Bobby The Greek, the prohibitive favorite
was trip-compromised, forced three wide and could not
catch the winner in the stretch, forced to settled for second
with American Messenger third. 
   The Spring Preview for the sophomore pacers meeting
the non-winners of two condition featured a match-up of
Gokudo Hanover vs. Revenge Shark and the race did not
disappoint as Gokudo Hanover cut the mile and turned for
home with the lead and Revenge Shark made a menacing
move on the turn to challenge the leader, but drifted slightly
in the stretch and Gokudo Hanover was able to hold on for
the win in 1:51.  Colorful Speech earned the show spot.
   On the filly side, the spotlight was on Gweneeee J, the
sister to Heston Blue Chip.  For the second consecutive
week, she had to do the work, grinding it out first over, this
time chasing her stable-mate Lady Spartacus and for the
second week in a row, she could not go by the leader. 
Lady Spartacus earned her second victory of the season,
holding off the favorite to win in 1:53.4.
   On the wagering-front, both Jackpot Super Hi-5 pools
went unclaimed again, with the fifth race Jackpot climbing
to $87,136 and the last race carryover growing to $58,172.
   Racing resumes on Friday at The Meadowlands, with first
post time at 7:15 P.M.

Follow Harness Racing Update on Twitter at
www.harnessracingupdate.com/twitter
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P H Supercam (photo by Sean Hamrock)

P H Supercam Becomes Sport’s New Millionaire

with Perfect Levy Prelims

By Frank Drucker
Publicity Director, Empire City @ Yonkers Raceway
   YONKERS, NY (April 18, 2015) - No one knows if P H
Supercam actually bowls, but he did complete a perfect
game Saturday night.

   Last season’s defending series champ was this season’s
only perfect preliminary-round participant in Yonkers
Raceway's George Morton Levy Memorial Pacing Series.
Thus, his score is 300, as in 50 points for each of his four
series wins and 25 points for each of his four series
appearances.
   As a result of his late-frame heroics in the second of
Round 5’s three, $50,000 divisions. P H Supercam (Jason
Bartlett) become harness racing’s newest millionaire.
   Starting from post position No. 5 after getting last week
off, P H Supercam settled fourth, in front of longshot
National Debt (Eric Carlson). He saw Lucan Hanover (Tim
Tetrick), who was rebuffed by Clear Vision at the half a
week ago, get stung by that one here. It was  Clear Vision
(George Brennan) forcing “Lucan” into a brisk, :26.4
opening quarter-mile.
   After a :56.3 intermission, 8-5 choice Beach Memories
(Dan Dube) move from third, while “Supercam” was content
to sit and watch. Lucan Hanover maintained the advantage
in and out of the 1:24.2 three-quarters, but Beach
Memories was continuing to invade.
   Meanwhile, P H Supercam, minding his business until
now, decided to slip out. He went wide and snapped a
stubborn Lucan Hanover late, winning by a head in 1:52.3.
Third went to a pocketed Clear Vision, with National Debt
fourth and Beach Memories fifth.
   For P H Supercam, an 8-year-old Million Dollar Cam
gelding owned by Bamond Racing and trained by Jeffrey
Bamond Jr., it was his sixth win in nine seasonal starts
(career 45-for-163 with earnings of $1,012,291). The
exacta paid $25, with the triple returning $102.50.
   “He’s as good now as he’s ever been,” Bartlett said.
“Tonight, I saw the leaders getting tired and I thought I had
a shot to go in the passing lane. In the end, I figured it was
safer just to move him outside.
   “Last season, he had to earn the respect.  This season,
he has it.”  
   Odds-on choice Take it Back Terry (George Brennan,

$3.40) was both hard-used and solid in the final series
prelim event. Seemingly disinterested in leaving  until he
saw Windsong Song (Brian Sears) with the same idea,
“Terry” then whistled around Westchester :26.4, :55.3,
1:23.4, 1:51.4).
   Domethatgain (Dube) was a second-choice second,
beaten 1¾ lengths, with Texican N (Carlson) third.
   For "Terry," a 6-year-old Western Terror gelding
co-owned (as Burke Racing) by (trainer) Ron Burke,
Weaver Bruscemi, Larry Karr and Phil Collura, he's now
5-for-13 this season (3-for-4 in series). The exacta paid
$6.20, with the triple returning $72.50.
   The evening’s opening series event was handily won by a
first-up favorite Mach it So (Tetrick, $5.20) in 1:52.4. From
post No. 4, Mach it So saw a retaking Heez Orl Black N
(Shaun Vallee) lead through soft early intervals of :27.1 and
:57.2. However, he couldn’t stave off Mach it So, who,
moving from fourth, was up, over and gone (1:24.2, 1:52.4).
   The final margin was a length-and-a-quarter over Dancin’
Yankee (Brett Miller), with Polak A (Sears) third.
   For Mach it So, a 5-year-old Mach Three gelding trained
by Bamond Jr. for owner Bamond Racing, it was his first
win in five '15 tries. The exacta paid $24.80, with the triple
returning $113.50.
   Series standings, through all five preliminary rounds…1-P
H Supercam (300 points), 2-Take it Back Terry (275),
3-Beach Memories (230), 4-Mach it So (229), 5-Fat Man’s
Alley (220), 6-Domethatagain (218), 7t-Lucan Hanover,
Polak A and Windsong Jack (212).
   Note the three-way “dead-heat” for seventh, which has to
be broken by lot. Also note that these are not necessarily
the finalists. The determination of the field shall be made by
the race office based upon series rules regarding multiple
horses for owner and/or trainer (if applicable after review)  
   Finals for the Blue Chip Matchmaker (purse $261,000)
and George Morton Levy Memorial Pacing Series
($529,000) are set for Saturday, Apr. 25—the two richest
North American races of the season to date--and are to be
drawn Tuesday morning (Apr. 21)
   Saturday night’s $42,000 Open Handicap Trot was won
by 2013 Yonkers Trot champ Dewycolorintheline (Jordan
Stratton, $20.20) in 1:57.
   The Raceway’s live season continues Monday night (post
time 7:10 PM), a French-centric Tuesday (1 PM, third
round of YR/SOA of NY Bonus Trotting Series), then
Thursday through Saturday (all at 7:10 PM). Evening
simulcasting available around all nighttime programs, with
afternoon simulcasting daily.
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With Marvin Katz
By Perry Lefko (2nd in a two-part series)
   In this second part of Harness Racing Update's interview
with prominent horse owner/breeder Marvin Katz, he
addresses the future of the Meadowlands, the controversial
Gural rule, the concern he had watching
Captaintreacherous race as a four-year-old, breeding
Father Patrick while continuing to race him, expectations
for Artspeak this year and the plans he and Al Libfeld have
for expanding their commercial breeding business.
HRU: Well, what about the Meadowlands? You're an
investor in the track and Jeff Gural, who is the majority
owner, wants to get a license to operate a casino at that
track. Are you concerned about the long-term future of the
Meadowlands if it doesn't get a casino?
MK: Let me start by saying I am a great admirer of Jeff
Gural. I like to consider him a friend. I firmly believe this
industry owes him a large debt of gratitude. He
singlehandedly saved the Meadowlands and that should be
acknowledged. I know that Jeff Gural loves harness racing
and has made a substantial commitment to the industry.
Having said that, do I agree with everything that Jeff has
said and done? No. Am I concerned about the
Meadowlands? Of course I am. It is a pivotal, central
magnet that has helped hold our sport together. An
economic model where you have a $100 million facility
that's generating revenue only two days a week is clearly
not going to work in the long-term. The Meadowlands has
to generate other sources of revenue to make it viable.
While I think it will be OK in the short term, I think Jeff's
commitment has been strong and will continue. In addition,
I believe we will eventually see a casino at the
Meadowlands. Whether it will be the Gural group, or the
Gural Group and another group, only time will tell.
HRU: On the subject of Jeff Gural, both the Hambletonian
Society and Woodbine Entertainment Group indicated last
month going forward they will no longer support the rule he
developed in 2011 to make it mandatory for three-year-old
colts to race at four or their offspring would face limitations
where they could race. Were you in favor of what Jeff Gural
did originally and what are your thoughts about the
pushback last month by the Hambletonian Society and
WEG?
MK: For a number of reasons I was not and am not in favor
of the "Gural Rule" for four year old racing. I therefore am
very pleased to see that the Hambletonian Society and
WEG have instituted changes to this policy.  As many
know, I am a partner in Captaintreacherous, Father Patrick,
and Artspeak, and I'm incredibly thankful and overwhelmed
by the opportunity to be able to participate in three horses
of this caliber. However, all three are being detrimentally
impacted in one way or another by this rule.

Knowledgeable horse people fully understand that no
matter how great a champion, horses can only be asked to
go so many great races. From the time all three first
stepped on the track they have been the dominant star in
their division. So you're writing a rule that requires the
owners to keep sending these valuable and esteemed
animals to keep racing until some mishap occurs - on the
spurious supposition that this is good for the racing
industry? In my opinion, this rule does not help the industry
and it is a mistake.
HRU: Did Captaintreacherous' value go down because of
what happened last year, winning only two of seven races? 
MK: Obviously, the answer is no. He has been so
well-received in the breeding shed, that if permitted he
could have bred 350 mares this year. We were
overwhelmed by the reception he received in terms of
people wanting to book their top mares to him. Father
Patrick, who only has a limited number of breedings
available this year, has also been tremendously
well-received. In both cases, I guess the industry
recognizes greatness and wants to breed to them.
HRU: Did Captaintreacherous' stud fee go down as a result
of what happened as a four-year-old?
MK: His stud fee of $15,000 was placed at the right number
for today's market. Some may argue that had we had
stopped at the end of his three-year-old year, it may have
been higher. But I don't believe that in the long term that is
relevant. 

(continued on next page)
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HRU: So why did the members of the Father Patrick Stable
decide to breed him as a four-year-old while still training for
his racing season but the members of the
Captaintreacherous Syndicate didn't do it with
Captaintreacherous?
MK: In short, they are two entirely different circumstances
and different ownership groups. In the case of Father
Patrick, Diamond Creek Farm had purchased an interest in
him at the end of his two-year-old year, so we made a
commitment that he would go there at the end of his racing
career. There was sufficient demand within the partnership
- including Brittany Farm, and myself and my partner Al
Libfeld as well as Diamond Creek - to substantially
subscribe for most of the available limited number of
bookings. In the case of Captaintreacherous, he was
syndicated, but only a small portion of the shares had been
syndicated to breeders at the end of his two-year-old year.
Logistically it wasn't the same situation.
HRU: Are you as confident about Artspeak going into his
three-year-old year as you were about Captaintreacherous,
and what was the thinking behind ending Artspeak's
two-year-old season before the Breeders Crown?
MK: I am incredibly excited and enthused about Artspeak.
As the Dan Patch and O'Brien divisional award winner, his
accomplishments speak for themselves. He's done
everything you would have wanted a two-year old to do,
and we simply felt that he would benefit from an extra
month's layoff, which meant that he could not participate in
the Breeders Crown. I'm happy to report that it appears that
he's coming back in great shape. He's bigger, stronger than
he was last year. I've been in the business long enough to
not get too excited too quickly, but he's earned the respect
of horse people. He's a very, very, high-end horse. Not to
say that there won't be some horse that gives us a run for
our money, but he's a really good horse.
HRU: On the subject of breeding, you and Al Libfeld
launched a website www.libfeldkatz.com  last year to
showcase yearlings that will be offered commercially and
also to help people understand the methods and results of
some of the pairings. Why?
MK: As breeders of some of the top performers in the
industry, we simply wanted to provide the market with a full
description and transparency of our breeding program. The
website has been very favorably received and will be
updated shortly with our new roster of yearlings and
broodmares. 

   We all love this game.We all have our own reasons. Me,
driving race horses is all I ever wanted to do. My brother
Mark and I grew up watching race tapes. The best of 1980
and 1987. Don't ask me why but these were the only tapes
we had.
   We played them so often that the sound stopped working.

Obviously, one of us was paying closer attention than the
other.
   We both started with nothing but we were certain we
could work our way up.Where was "up"? We didn't know,
but we were going to get there.
   We were just two English kids living in predominately
French speaking Montreal. You can only imagine the drives
that were at our disposal. Mark being Mark, he won his first
two races. Me, I was more dramatic and let the suspense
build for about 60 starts.
   All throughout our childhood growing up we were very
competitive. Being the bigger, older brother, I usually won
whatever we were playing at the time. But racing with Mark,
my competitiveness turned into stubbornness. It was hard
to take; I just couldn't beat him.
   Looking back, it really is hard to believe what we
overcame. I'm proud of what I accomplished and down right
envious of what he's done.
   The reason I'm writing this is because more, now than
ever, young people and everyday horsemen are feeling up
against a wall.
   It appears that there is little room for "the middle class".
You're either doing very well, or quite poorly. Much like the
rest of the world to be honest. It's one of the more quiet
problems our industry deals with. We have so many, that it
isn't spoke about very often.
   Life in this industry is hard, but is there room for growth?
   I look for answers in my own life and I look again at my

(continued on next page)
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brother Mark and I. Mark through hard work, determination,
and talent has reinvented himself. He’s doing very well all
over the US.
   Me, I began racing somewhat part time while I followed a
political path the last three years. Trying to do what I
thought I could for an industry I owe everything to. As I
attempted to step back into it full time,I find the usual grind
unusual.
   My youngest brother James has picked up where Mark
left off and I find it exceedingly difficult to make headway.
Whether I'm lacking the driving ambition, focus or sheer
talent, I find myself in the latter of the two classes
mentioned above.
   To be honest, I still go to work everyday in an industry I
love and come home to an angel of a wife and two of the
greatest kids a dad could want.
   So in that respect I'm always way ahead. Funny how
priorities change.
   How do we fix this growing black hole where an honest
living used to be made? Our surroundings are changing
everyday, yet our industry seems frozen in time and too
stubborn to move.
   Do we wait for our industry to turn into a handful of giant
stables? How do we keep our diversity? How do we bolster
the middle class?
   Personally I believe it's through a strong campaign to
grow investment. We need to make it easier for trainers to
make business plans. Attract investment and interest.
We need to recognize that our game has indeed changed,
but rather than stubbornness, face it with marketing and
entrepreneurship.
   As much as im glad for both my younger brothers; from
time to time I end up asking myself, which way do I go?
Do I seek election again in 2018?
   Do I focus steadily on driving and get back in the race so
to speak?
   I write these blogs both on this site and others because I
know I'm not alone. I want to get people talking. People that
don't always face the day with confidence but sometimes
fear.
   If you're one of the many that are sharing space in the
lower class and looking at your options. I don't have the
answers, but until someone does, fight and claw to get your
chance.
   This is still a much better way to make a living than most
jobs. Sure the hours are long and the benefits are non
existent, but the people are great and how many people
would love the chance to make a living doing what they
love?
   If you're one of the lucky ones left in the upper class,
don't read too many of your press clippings, we are coming
for your job. Some people say that the unemployment rate
is too high on both sides of the border for agricultural
industries like ours to completely fail.
   Make no mistake, that's a hope not a guarantee. This
isn't the game we knew but the great thing about that is, it's
ours to reshape.
   I do believe we need a collective voice. We need to be

"harness racing", not just pieces of a puzzle that has never
been solved. We need to show our worth to our
governments, both state and provincial and we need a plan
for the future.
   I have kids. You have kids, or grandkids, or great
grandkids. Wouldn't it be nice if racing was here when we
were long since gone?
   Hard work will help you stay employed but we also need
focus and foresight. We need leaders.
   Where are you?

Yes, Yonkers Should Go to a One-Mile Track
   Marvin Katz was right on target with his point that
Yonkers should be converted from an antiquated 1/2 mile
track. Not only is Yonkers a 1/2 mile, but the stretch is
absurdly long after management moved the finish line when
they shuttered the old grandstand. The long stretch makes
racing at Yonkers even worse than most 1/2 mile tracks
since horses can race conservatively until the stretch and
try to pick up checks by just racing the last quarter if they
don't draw advantageously. If you compare racing at
Northfield Park with Yonkers, it's night and day. Even
pre-slots, Northfield had exciting races with tons of
movement even with very, very low caliber horse flesh
compared to Yonkers. Northfield routinely doubles Yonkers’
handle. Northfield handles close to if not over a million
each card. Yonkers is stuck in the 600k range, despite a
great driving colony, top horses, and top trainers. Even a
Saturday night card stacked with Levy horses can't come
close to card to featuring 3k claimers! 
   The solution is to change the track. A mile track would be
the best. With the Meadowlands always in limbo as it waits
for slots (we can only pray Gural gets them), Yonkers could
firm up the industry by expanding the track size. With good
racing, handle would increase as would payouts and
exposure. It would also be a nice safety net in case the
Meadowlands went belly up. A new mile track in the NYC
metro area could be the crown jewel of the sport.
   However, reality is very cruel. For anyone who has been
to Yonkers or knows the Rooney family I doubt this dream
will come true. Management wouldn't even move the finish
line back to its original spot because they didn't want to
spend the money to move the announcers/track judges
booth (granted the SOANY could have help defer the cost).
Also, Yonkers is clearly a casino first despite all the

SELL RACEHORSES & 2-YEAR-OLDS
with harness racing’s #1 seller, Preferred Equine,
at the upcoming Meadowlands Spring Mixed Sale.

Entries close April 30! Click or call (914) 773-7777.
P.O. Box 2200 • Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510 • www.preferredequine.com
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outrageous accolades people in the industry laud upon Tim
Rooney Jr. If you travel in the elevator from the casino floor
to the 4th floor (that's where the racing is hidden at
Yonkers) it's like being in time machine traveling from 2015
to 1975. If you take away the new HD TVs, the furniture
and decor is same pre-slots. The grandstand seating area
has been left the same too except for new TVs. 
   Yonkers may also be the only track in history that
charges an absurd $5 for a personal seat with a TV (3rd
floor). People seem to forget that the Rooney's were going
to bulldoze the track pre 9/11. The Rooney family may
breed horses and such, but they are about money and only
money. There is no way, unfortunately, that Tim Rooney Jr.
will disrupt his casino customers by constructing a bigger
track. Mr. Rooney already tore down a bunch of the barns
and I highly doubt he wants to tear down more buildings
while lengthening the track. I'm sure he is content reaping
the slot money while waiting to bid on a full casino when
the 7 year moratorium on downstate casinos lapses. It also
amazes me, that except for the French simulcast
experiment, the track is so content watching its handle be
so embarrassingly low every day. The Meadowlands,
unfortunately, doesn't have near the caliber of horses, but
still out handles Yonkers by nearly 5 times. If Rooney really
cared about his horse racing product, he would lengthen
the track. I grew up going to Yonkers Raceway, and I can
attest (although I'm not an engineer) that I clearly believe
he has plenty of room to expand the track if he desired. 
Christopher J. Fenty
Yonkers, NY
P.S. Keep up the good work. I love reading HRU. Hopefully
things will turn around one of these days...

Losing on Lettuce, Making it With Tomatoes
   Just a few words relative to Letters to the Editor that
appeared in last Sunday's edition of HRU: 
    I couldn't agree more than with Richard Young's
thoughts relative to the absurdity of placing a premium on
mediocrity when distributing purse money. By its very
nature Horse Racing takes place to reward the best. If you
have lower level horses, they should compete in races
commensurate with their ability and at purses distributed
for lower levels. If they improve then their ability to earn
more money will improve in the same manner.
   David Haaker says that raising the purse level for
younger maidens, even doubling it, won't have any
considerable effect on the ability to earn more money. I
totally disagree. Not only will the owner get more money to
pay his bills, but he or she will also have the opportunity to
race his young horse in races that will give it the
opportunity to develop and hopefully rise through the ranks.
Is it a be all, end all? Of course it isn't. But it would be an
improvement and every little bit helps. You've got to start
somewhere. Perhaps more importantly than the financial
incentive is the emotional incentive it will give to owners of
young horses. We yearling buyers are dreamers by nature.
Everything that gives us reason to hope and dream a little
more, is in my opinion a good thing.

   In response to Bob Marks' comments regarding the
incentive for breeders to buy back their yearlings that do
not bring enough money, I have no problem with that.
However they need to realize that some of the buying
public may. What's wrong with refusing to sell a yearling for
less than what the owner feels is fair market value?
Nothing that I can see. I've always felt that the wise
yearling buyer will set a price that is acceptable to him and
go to that price level regardless of who may or may not be
bidding.  I've been uniquely fortunate to work for a farm that
has the philosophy that we neither bid, nor race against our
customers. This philosophy has served us well. Not
everybody is near as fortunate. We sell enough yearlings
so that what we may lose on the lettuce, we make back on
the tomatoes. 
Murray Brown

We Have to Slow Down the Giant Stables
   Here's just an idea to some of harness racing problems.
IMHO I know I'm a young trainer just getting out on my own
but I've been jogging horses since I was 6 years old I'm a
3rd generation horse person!  But why hasn't the racing in
the states I now race implemented stricter rules!!      WG
circuit and The Meadows used to implement a "D barn" for
trainers that were uncontrollably hot! I know Vernon Downs
has set security guards outside of barns on the grounds of
guys who were in question when it comes to integrity and
"slowed" them down.  I don't want to mention names but
certain trainers who play the claiming game are down to do
anything! There are horses that they lose and significantly
fall off the table and they claim them back and the next
week they're right back to business running off the screen!  
   Why isn't the d barn implemented on these trainers?  To
me it's bad for the game!  Obviously there's something
these guys have that make their performance make a
difference, whether or not it's legal, that's not for me to
decide!
    Secondly,in the real world people say money isn't
everything...in the harness world money is everything! I'm a
young hard working young man and these guys, again, not
to mention names, but there are about  4-6 names in
harness racing that have "monopolized" the game.
   The little guy can't compete anymore and as a new
trainer getting out on my own finally I can't compete with
the high rollers or "gas guys." I have too much to lose! The
guys who don't care will just find a beard and race their
horses in another name!  
   Again why not place that stable in the d barn? I know a
few people who have horses in both the thoroughbred and
harness industry and say how awesome the t-bred game is
and how the tracks and industries vary in the way they are
run. There are so many more topics to touch on but it's
hard to compete against money and gas. People buy
babies and get lucky once in a while but the big names with
unlimited bank rolls just buy the ones they can't beat.     
We little guys have no choice but to sell because we can
get a life changing amount for a young horse that's good. I
know I did it last year for my owner!  If tracks could some
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how implement rules to decline the amount of horses that
guys could claim or race horses on a night that could help
the game because they will monopolize the game and run
the little guy out if nothing is done.
   Lastly, I think that the slots have put a temporary band-
aid on the game and only helped the raceway horses; the
stakes horse purses have declined because people can
race for too much money on a weekly basis through out the
year as opposed to buying (bidding against high rollers) for
top dollar stakes babies with declined purses.     The
Meadowlands Pace used to be the biggest race in the
industry, now it races for 6-700k.  I don't necessarily 100%
agree with the Jeff Gural rule but I think there should be
more big stakes races for strictly 4 year old horses.     
These are a few of things I think in my little non-existent
opinion that could help change the game! Probably won't
ever be heard or thought of but thought I would mention
them to you guys at HRU!
Thanks
Alexander Howard

Who Wants To Go First?

   Your comparison trend data between the T-Breds and
harness races was revealing.   Very interesting.   However,
as we all know the key comparison is not in total purses for
two year old races between the breeds but the purses for
"maiden" races.  Harness = lowest purse structure at every
track. Thoroughbreds = purses almost at the top level of
the highest allowance races.   For example,  MDSPW at
Saratoga for two year olds in excess of $85,000 per race. 
Even a bottom level Maiden claimer at any T-Bred track
has a very respectable purse.      
   It is such a simple process to modify maiden race purses
-- as many others have already stated in HRU --  for
harness racing.  The real question is which track will be the
first to "put their toe in the water."      
   This certainly isn't brain surgery.  Requires no voting by
the many dozen Directors at the USTA.  It's a simple track
management decision. I can't imagine anyone can refute
the fact that such a simple change will surely invigorate
yearling purchase interest by harness owners.
Jimmy Bernstein

Big M Survivor Contest to Return
   In response to Mr. Alan Gatto in HRU on Sunday, April
12th: In an effort to boost Challenge participation and
provide a $2,000 grand prize we consolidated from 2
survival challenges a year down to one.  The Challenge will
span the entire Championship Meet and feature $4,000 in
prize money. The following is our press release:
   Enrollment Opens for the Meadowlands Championship
Meet Survival Challenge
   It will be a battle to the finish for cash prizes in the new
look Meadowlands Racetrack's Championship meet
Survival Challenge 2015 powered by 123Racing, an online
handicapping competition that begins Friday, May 1.
   Enrollment is now open.
   The game covers the Meadowlands' Summer

Championship Meet, featuring millions in stakes races and
the best pacers and trotters in training.  The game
concludes on Hambletonian Day on Saturday, August 8.
   The winner is determined by the highest total bankroll at
the end of the Challenge based on a $2 "across the board"
wager [win, place and show] on selections for three
designated races each program.  
   However, to continue in the game, entrants have to
"survive" by finishing in-the-money [first through third] with
at least one of their selections each day.  Failing to do so or
not making selections knocks the player out of the game. 
To aid in the player's survival a "lucky horseshoe" is given. 
The lucky horseshoe is a "free pass" given to all Challenge
participants that allows the player to survive if he does not
make selections for a race card of all three of his selections
fail to hit the board.  
---The grand prize is $2,000.
---The second-place prize is $1,000.
---The third-place prize is $500.
---There is also a bonus award of $500 for Most Number of
Winners
   The contest is open to legal residents of the United
States and Canada 18 years and older, and all selections
must be made through the format provided on the Survival
Challenge website page.  No selections will be accepted by
phone, fax, e-mail or any other means.  Trackmaster
Platinum Past performances for the three designated races
will be provided through the game board.
   The deadline for selections each day is 30 minutes
before 7:15 p.m. post time for the first race.  Exceptions
include Saturday, May 2 [first post is 5:30 p.m.], Friday,
July 10 [first post is 5:30 pm], Saturday, July 11 [first post is
5:30 pm] and Hambletonian Day [post time 12 noon].  After
30 minutes to post, all selections are final.
   To set up a username and password, and for more of the
contest rules, visit www.survival-challenge.com . 
Sincerely, 
Jason M. Settlemoir, Meadowlands CEO/GM
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7, HoP, $21,000, P, Invitational PP`S drawn by groups
(3-6)/remainder assigned, 27.0, 55.2, 1:22.0, 1:49.2, FT
1-Night Pro (h, 5, Pro Bono Best--Midnight Jewel, by
Keystone Raider), $14,000 2011 HOOSIER O-Dale J
Decker. B-Linda L Marckel. T-Dale Decker. D-Peter Wrenn,
$10,500, Lifetime Record: 46-29-5-4, $484,012
To watch the race replay click here

9, HoP, $21,000, T, Invitational Handicap, 29.0, 57.3,
1:26.4, 1:54.4, FT
1-Lady Blitz (m, 5, Keystone Blitz--Oriental Lady, by Mr
Chin), $8,500 2011 HOOSIER O-Verlin D Yoder. B-Daniel
Frey Jr. T-Verlin Yoder. D-James Yoder, $10,500, Lifetime
Record: 49-18-8-13, $421,801
To watch the race replay click here

1, M, $12,500, P, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Colts &
Geldings N/W 1 Extended PM Race or $15,000 Lifetime
W/O $30,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015
Leading Earners From 2 Divisions Race For $29,000 on
4/25, M, 27.4, 56.2, 1:24.3, 1:52.1, FT
1-Edward Teach (c, 3, Rocknroll Hanover--Fionavar
Hanover, by The Panderosa) O-Dale C Towle, CA.
B-Perretti Farms. T-Ron Burke. D-Yannick Gingras, $6,250,
Lifetime Record: 10-0-1-1, $27,250
To watch the race replay click here

2, M, $22,500, P, WHATA BARON Horses & Geldings N/W
4 Extended PM Races or $100,000 Lifetime Up to &
Including 2/15/2015 1st Leg, M, 26.0, 54.0, 1:20.4, 1:49.2,
FT
1-Rediscovery (h, 4, Tell All--Dream Card, by Dream
Away), $6,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Burke Racing Stable LLC
& Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Phillip Collura. B-Robert B
Burgess, CA & Karin B Olsson Burgess, CA. T-Ron Burke.
D-Yannick Gingras, $11,250, Lifetime Record: 26-10-6-1,
$95,428
To watch the race replay click here

3, M, $12,500, P, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Colts &
Geldings N/W 1 Extended PM Race or $15,000 Lifetime
W/O $30,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015
Leading Earners From 2 Divisions Race For $29,000 on
4/25, M, 26.4, 54.0, 1:21.3, 1:51.3, FT
1-Rock Of The Ages (g, 3, Rocknroll Hanover--Galleria,
by Artsplace) O-J L Benson Stables Inc. B-Fashion Farms
LLC. T-Nick Surick. D-Andy Miller, $6,250, Lifetime Record:
14-0-0-2, $9,827
To watch the race replay click here

4, M, $15,000, P, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Colts &
Geldings N/W 2 Extended PM Races or $30,000 Lifetime
W/O $60,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015,
M, 27.3, 55.1, 1:23.3, 1:51.0, FT

1-Gokudo Hanover (g, 3, Cam's Card Shark--Gifted
Yankee, by Western Hanover), $17,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-Sandbur Farms & Valarie E Sutton & Joseph A
Hemingway. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Douglas
Hamilton. D-John Campbell, $7,500, Lifetime Record:
9-3-1-2, $38,064
To watch the race replay click here

6, M, $22,500, P, N/W $21,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: 4 Year
Olds AE: N/W $15,000 in Last 5 Drawn Inside AE: N/W
$27,500 in Last 5 Drawn Outside, M, 27.3, 54.4, 1:21.2,
1:49.0, FT
1-Fool Me Once (h, 5, Art Major--Fool That I Am, by
Jenna's Beach Boy), $70,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Bradley
J Grant, CA. B-Roll The Dice Stable. T-Tony Alagna.
D-Scott Zeron, $11,250, Lifetime Record: 49-19-2-6,
$728,569
To watch the race replay click here

9, M, $20,000, P, Claiming Price $10,000 Highest Money
Earners From 4/11/2015 New Jersey Sired or Owned
Preferred, M, 27.0, 54.4, 1:23.3, 1:52.2, FT
1-Shock N Rock (g, 5, Rocknroll Hanover--Fox Valley
Shaker, by Incredible Finale), $95,000 2011 SHS-HBG
O-Scott T West & Katie A Currie. B-Perretti Farms. T-Scott
West. D-Corey Callahan, $10,000, Lifetime Record:
24-2-3-4, $33,139
To watch the race replay click here

10, M, $15,000, P, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Fillies
N/W 1 Extended PM Race or $15,000 Lifetime W/O
$30,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015, M,
28.2, 57.1, 1:25.4, 1:53.4, FT
1-Lady Spartacus (f, 3, Bettor's Delight--Lady's Secret,
by Artsplace), $25,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Seth E Coen &
South Street Farm & George A & Theresa R Rath.
B-Congilose Racing Stb LLC & Peter Paul Venturini.
T-Linda Toscano. D-Brett Miller, $7,500, Lifetime Record:
3-1-1-1, $9,930
To watch the race replay click here

12, M, $22,500, P, WHATA BARON Horses & Geldings
N/W 4 Extended PM Races or $100,000 Lifetime Up to &
Including 2/15/2015 1st Leg, M, 26.4, 54.2, 1:22.3, 1:50.4, FT
1-Bettorever (g, 4, Bettor's Delight--Forever Cam, by
Western Hanover), $80,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Bamond
Racing LLC. B-Walnut Hall Stock Farm. T-Jeffrey Bamond
Jr.. D-Corey Callahan, $11,250, Lifetime Record: 22-5-6-5,
$79,778
To watch the race replay click here
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8, Moh, $34,000, P, PREFERRED. 27.3, 54.4, 1:22.3, 1:50
1-Modern Legend (b,g,7 - Modern Art-Ruby
Cam-Camluck) O/B-Dave Drew Associates Inc T-David
Drew D-James MacDonald $17,000 Lifetime Record: 65-
21-6-12 $938,825
To watch the race replay click here

5, PcD, $25,000, P, Winners Over $25,000 Lifetime, 26.3,
53.4, 1:22.0, 1:50.0, FT
1-Ideal Matters (g, 8, Western Ideal--Art Matters, by
Artsplace), $60,000 2008 LEX-SEL O-Gilberto
Garcia-Herrera. B-Brittany Farms. T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.
D-Geo. Napolitano Jr, $12,500, Lifetime Record:
93-28-9-11, $477,887
To watch the race replay click here

10, PcD, $30,000, P, "Bobby Weiss Series" L.C. No. 1 -
Final 3 & 4 Year Old Colts, Stallions & Geldings NW 3 Ext.
PM Races or $40,000 Lifetime as of & including 1/1/15,
26.0, 54.0, 1:21.1, 1:49.3, FT
1-Ys Lotus (g, 4, If I Can Dream--Bolero Takara, by Life
Sign) O-Yves Sarrazin, CA. B-Paul Deslauriers. T-Rene
Allard. D-Simon Allard, $15,000, Lifetime Record: 31-7-6-4, $82,519
2-Major Uptrend (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Tricky
Tooshie, by Rumpus Hanover), $177,000 2012 SHS-HBG
O-Howard A Taylor. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Ron
Burke. D-Matt Kakaley, $7,500
3-Vance Bayama (h, 4, Four Starzzz Shark--Charming
Ideal, by Western Ideal) O-Michel Allard, CA & Kapildeo
Singh & Gerrie S Tucker, CA & Majs Ny Inc. B-Bayama
Farms Inc, CA. T-Rene Allard. D-Mike Simons, $3,600
Calls: 3Q, 1Q, 1Q, 2, 2Q - Finish Order: Shadow Margeaux,
Coaster, Victory At Last, Kolt Power, Weapons Dealer
To watch the race replay click here

1, YR, $21,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 28.2, 57.2, 1:25.4, 1:53.1, FT
1-Silver Devil (g, 5, Duneside Perch--Armbro Wahine,
by Jenna's Beach Boy), $18,000 2011 WALKER O-Amy
E Giberson & Mark D Winship & Monty H Thompson.
B-Peter C Spaeth. T-Jeremy Howard. D-Jason Bartlett,
$10,750, Lifetime Record: 49-16-5-2, $164,300
To watch the race replay click here

2, YR, $21,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 28.0, 57.1, 1:25.2, 1:53.0, FT
1-Donau (g, 6, American Ideal--In Fashion, by
Abercrombie) O-Stephen Klunowski, CA. B-Doug
Ackerman Stables Inc. T-Carmen Auciello. D-Tim Tetrick,
$10,750, Lifetime Record: 111-15-14-17, $243,237
To watch the race replay click here

3, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.2, 57.1, 1:25.2, 1:53.1, FT
1-Ronny Bugatti (g, 5, Art Major--Bet Your Life, by
Bettor's Delight), $25,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Eric A
Prevost & Bridget T Mcneese & Thomas L Haughton.
B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc. T-Chris Marino. D-Tyler Buter,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 58-14-13-6, $527,372
To watch the race replay click here

4, YR, $31,000, P, WINNERS OVER $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.3, 56.4, 1:23.4, 1:51.3, FT

1-Doctor Butch (h, 5, Art Major--Classical Yankee, by
Jenna's Beach Boy), $55,000 2011 SHS-HBG
O-Kenneth E Jacobs. B-Frederick W Hertrich III. T-Linda
Toscano. D-Tim Tetrick, $15,500, Lifetime Record:
78-22-15-15, $890,667
2-Casimir Jitterbug (g, 8, Sir Luck--Undividedattention, by
Island Fantasy) O-F Bellino & Sons LLC. B-Casimir
Stables, CA. T-Tony Osullivan. D-Brian Sears, $7,750
3-The Real One (g, 5, Mach Three--Elle Blue Chip, by
Bettor's Delight) O-Helene Fillion, CA. B-R Berthiaume Inc,
CA. T-Pat Lachance. D-Pat Lachance, $3,720
Calls: 1T, 2, NS, NS, NK - Finish Order: Bj's Guy,
Outrageous Art, Alberto Contador N, Smooth Criminal
To watch the race replay click here

5, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 5TH LEG 1ST
DIVISION, 27.1, 57.2, 1:24.2, 1:52.4, FT
1-Mach It So (g, 5, Mach Three--Beach Dancer, by
Beach Towel) O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Enviro Stables
LTD. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Tim Tetrick, $25,000,
Lifetime Record: 47-20-7-4, $674,289
2-Dancin Yankee (h, 7, Yankee Cruiser -
Dancewiththebest, by Cambest), $17,000 2009 OH-SEL
O-Baron Racing Stable & Richard M Lombardo. B-Elizabeth
C Wagner. T-Josh Green. D-Brett Miller, $12,500
3-Polak A (h, 7, Pacific Fella--Capture A Million, by Million
To One) O-F Bellino & Sons LLC & Frank J & Joseph G
Bellino. B-S R Lewis, AS & Terry Ferguson, AS. T-Tony
Osullivan. D-Brian Sears, $6,000
Calls: 5Q, 4, 1, 3, 1Q - Finish Order: Sapphire City, Heez
Orl Black N, Warrawee Needy, Bettor's Edge
To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 5TH LEG 2ND
DIVISION, 26.3, 56.3, 1:24.2, 1:52.3, FT
1-P H Supercam (g, 8, Million Dollar Cam--Callwood Ivy,
by Run The Table) O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Dr R James
Shive, CA. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett,
$25,000, Lifetime Record: 164-45-24-32, $1,012,291
2-Lucan Hanover (g, 5, Western Ideal--Lauren Order, by
Dragon Again), $47,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-West Wins
Stable, CA. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Andrew Harris.
D-Tim Tetrick, $12,500
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3-Clear Vision (g, 9, Western Hanover--Artistic Vision, by
Artsplace), $180,000 2007 LEX-SEL O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & The Panhellenic Stb
Corp & James A Koran. B-Steve H Stewart & Charles &
Julie R & Francene Nash. T-Ron Burke. D-George
Brennan, $6,000
Calls: 4H, 5Q, 3, 2, HD - Finish Order: National Debt,
Beach Memories, Dream Out Loud N, Frankies Dragon
To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $50,000, P, GEORGE MORTON LEVY SERIES
HORSE & GELDING FREE FOR ALL 5TH LEG 3RD
DIVISION, 26.4, 55.3, 1:23.4, 1:51.4, FT
1-Take It Back Terry (g, 6, Western Terror--Second
Symphony, by Abercrombie), $30,000 2010 LEX-SEL
O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC &
Lawrence R Karr & Phillip Collura. B-Vae LLC. T-Ron
Burke. D-George Brennan, $25,000, Lifetime Record:
103-29-22-12, $625,166
2-Domethatagain (h, 6, Bettor's Delight--Road Sign, by
Life Sign), $67,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Allard Racing Inc, CA
& Robert L Hamather, CA & Bruce A Soulsby. B-White
Birch Farm. T-Rene Allard. D-Daniel Dube, $12,500
3-Texican N (g, 7, Bettor's Delight--Bury My Heart, by In
The Pocket) O-Harry von Knoblauch. B-Mrs M Carson, NZ.
T-Peter Tritton. D-Eric Carlson, $6,000
Calls: 1, 2Q, 1T, 2, 1T - Finish Order: Fat Mans Alley,
Machs Beach Boy, Mcerlean, Windsong Jack
To watch the race replay click here

8, YR, $42,000, T, OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS
1-4 DRAWN POST POSITIONS 5-8 DRAWN, 28.2, 59.0,
1:27.4, 1:57.0, FT
1-Dewycolorintheline (h, 5, Deweycheatumnhowe -
Magenta Hall, by Conway Hall), $110,000 2011 LEX-SEL
O-Raymond W Schnittker & Deweycolorintheline Stable.
B-Little E LLC. T-Ray Schnittker. D-Jordan Stratton,
$21,000, Lifetime Record: 57-15-9-8, $588,583
2-Backstreet Hanover (m, 7, Andover Hall--Bye Bye
Kerry, by S J's Photo), $45,000 2009 LEX-SEL
O-David R Hamm. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Chris
Marino. D-Tyler Buter, $10,500
3-Fort Valley As (g, 7, Tom Ridge--Caspian, by Baltic
Speed) O-Jennifer L Sabot. B-Acl Stuteri Inc. T-Jennifer
Sabot. D-Jason Bartlett, $5,040
Calls: 1H, 1T, 1H, 1H, 1 - Finish Order: Rossini,
Hoorayforvacation, Awsome Valley, Take My Picture,
Murmur Hanover
To watch the race replay click here

9, YR, $31,000, P, WINNERS OVER $25,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-4 DRAWN
POST POSITIONS 5-7 ASSIGNED, 28.1, 57.4, 1:25.1,
1:53.3, FT
1-Big N Bad (g, 5, Badlands Hanover--Just Sassy, by
Northern Luck), $22,000 2011 ASHA O-Vincent J
Laurenzo. B-William E Andrew, CA. T-Jennifer Sabot.
D-Brian Sears, $15,500, Lifetime Record: 74-24-14-11,
$303,499
2-Statesman N (g, 8, Christian Cullen--Club Sport, by
Sokys Atom) O-Our Horse Cents Stables & J&T Silva
Stables, LLC. B-B A Spurdle, NZ. T-Ron Burke. D-George
Brennan, $7,750
3-Lettucerocku A (g, 8, Aces N' Sevens--Rochelle
Hanover, by Vanston Hanover) O-Muscara Racing Stable
LLC. B-Redbank Lodge Standardbreds, AS. T-Darran
Cassar. D-Tyler Buter, $3,720
Calls: 8, 8H, 3T, 3, T - Finish Order: One Through Ten,
Contraband Hanover, In Commando, Cashendash Hanover
To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.3, 58.2, 1:26.2, 1:54.2, FT
1-Validus Deo (g, 5, Lis Mara--Madam Countess, by Art
Major), $50,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Bamond Racing LLC.
B-Mjg Racing Stables Inc & Louis A Willinger. T-Jeffrey
Bamond Jr.. D-Jason Bartlett, $12,500, Lifetime Record:
52-9-7-5, $238,166
To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $28,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $32,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 27.3, 57.2, 1:25.3, 1:53.3, FT
1-Life Up Front (h, 9, Life Sign--Liamatters, by Matt's
Scooter), $9,500 2007 NJ-CL O-Durazzano Stable LLC.
B-Raymond L Martin. T-Agostino Abbatiello. D-Eric
Carlson, $14,000, Lifetime Record: 195-44-17-26,
$696,843
To watch the race replay click here

12, YR, $25,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.1, 57.4, 1:26.0, 1:54.1, FT
1-Delco Rocknroll (g, 6, Rocknroll Hanover--Cirque De
Soleil, by Laag) O-Brittany M Robertson. B-Walnut Hall
Limited. T-Brittany Robertson. D-Brian Sears, $12,500,
Lifetime Record: 103-24-14-16, $286,685
To watch the race replay click here
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